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Abstract: Airtightness is a major issue in architectural design and it has a significant impact on the
energy performance of buildings. Moreover, the energy behaviour of built heritage is due, to its
singular characteristics, still a great unknown. The aim of this study is to establish a better knowledge
of the airtightness of historical buildings, based on an in depth field study using blower-door
tests. A set of 37 enclosures were analyzed inside eight buildings located in historical areas of a
Spanish city with a significant built heritage. They were constructed between 1882 and 1919 and
include diverse construction typologies applied for many building uses such as residential, cultural,
educational, administrative and emblematic. The results indicate lower values compared to other
previous airtightness studies of historical buildings. The average air change rate was found to be
n50 = 9.03 h−1 and the airtightness of the enclosures presented a wide range of between 0.68 and
37.12 h−1. Three main levels of airtightness were identified with two thirds of the tested samples
belonging to the intermediate level between 3–20 h−1. To conclude, several correlations have been
developed which provide a method to estimate air leakage and could serve as a basis for energy
performance studies of these kinds of building.

Keywords: air leakage; airtightness; blower door test; built heritage; energy efficiency; historic
buildings

1. Introduction

The ventilation of buildings is the mechanism that ensures good indoor air quality (IAQ). At the
same time, it also represents one of the aspects that have a critical impact on building energy
performance. The need to introduce fresh air into rooms leads to additional heating and/or cooling
loads, which can vary depending on the type of ventilation and the system used. The impact of
ventilation accounts for approximately 30–60% of buildings’ energy consumption [1]. Due to this
effect, there is a considerable conflict between the reduction of ventilation rates to minimize the
heating/cooling demand, and the increase of ventilation rate to improve the IAQ.
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Moreover, the energy performance regulations for buildings were radically strengthened in the
last decade in Europe [2–4] and the increase of insulation requirements has reduced to a large degree the
heat losses through the thermal envelope. For this reason, the repercussion of heat losses through air
change rate has become proportionally higher in buildings’ energy demand. It is worth remembering
that traditionally, building heat losses or gains through fresh air exchange incorporate two different
phenomena: ventilation and infiltration. That is, while ventilation is a necessary feature of buildings to
guarantee good IAQ, infiltration is an unintended and uncontrolled effect. Therefore, despite the extra
fresh air it provides, infiltration doesn’t assure proper IAQ and it can increase considerably the heating
and cooling needs of buildings.

A recent study establishes the incidence of infiltration at between 20 and 50% of the total energy
demand [5] and warns about its impact on building airtightness. In the case of existing buildings,
the wide variety of energy retrofitting measures has increasingly included airtightness improvements,
especially in the cases where other actions are not feasible, like in historic buildings. Many professionals
are implementing airtightness analysis in their energy assessments due to its great impact on this
building type [6–8]. Furthermore, and according to Akkurt et al. [9], there is a great variation in the
infiltration rate in historical buildings. This implies that its determination via in situ measurements is
of great relevance, especially for previous stages of energy simulation of buildings in order to obtain
consistent estimations of the achievable energy savings through airtightness improvement.

This paper´s aim is to increase the level of knowledge of the airtightness of heritage buildings.
This research presents the results of a campaign of 37 airtightness tests conducted in a representative set
of buildings belonging to the nineteenth-century urban expansion of Donostia-San Sebastián (Spain).
The tests followed the fan pressurization method [10,11], also known as blower door test (BDT).

2. Background

2.1. Airtightness and Infiltrations

Infiltration has a dual impact on buildings. On the one hand air movements provoke local thermal
discomfort, determined by the draught rate, as defined in the ISO 7730:2005 [12], and on the other
hand it increases the energy demand of buildings due to the uncontrolled air leakage. The classic
expression which quantifies this energy loss according to the first law of thermodynamics in stationary
state is defined as follows: .

Qin f =
.

m·cp· (Ti − To) (1)

In the fan pressurization method, the airflow is calculated by the power law equation:

.
V∆p = CL·(∆p)n (2)

in which
.

V∆p is the airflow (m3/h), CL is the air filter coefficient (m3/h Pan), ∆p is the pressure difference
(Pa) and n is the exponent of airflow (-). It takes values close to 0.5 when the flow is turbulent and up
to 1.0 when the flow is laminar, a typical value being around 0.65.

Although there are many international standards for the airtightness testing procedure known
as blower door test (BDT), the present study follows the ISO 9972:2015 standard [13]. There are also
different indicators to characterize the airtightness level of an analyzed building or enclosure as shown
in Table 1. The choice of one or another indicator depends often on local regulation requirements or in
the criteria of each technician and/or client.
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Table 1. Airtightness indicators.

Indicator Equation Units Scope of Application

Air flow rate at 50 Pa Q∆p = CL·∆pn m3/h

Air change rate n∆p =
Q∆p
V h−1 Passivhaus, South Europe,

South America, China
Specific leakage rate w∆p =

Q∆p

AF
m3/h m2 Sweden, Denmark

Air permeability q∆p =
Q∆p

AE
m3/h m2 North Europe, Ireland, UK, France, Canada

Equivalent air leakage area
(ELA-EqLA)-Orifice equation AL = Q∆p

√
ρ/2∆p
C∗D

m2 For the LBL and AIM infiltration models.

* Being CD = 1 for ELA at 4 Pa and CD = 0.61 for EqLA at 10 Pa.

It is worth remembering that the airtightness of a building cannot be inferred reliably just
from the construction system, the building’s age or a simple visual inspection. That is why it is
necessary to quantify it by conducting a BDT. The most common airtightness indicators are q50 and
n50. They indicate the rate of air leakage through the envelope surface of the building and the air
exchange rate respectively, both at a pressure differential of 50 Pa between the inside and the outside
of the enclosure. This pressure difference is enough to prevent fluctuating weather conditions from
influencing the result. However, this value differs from the air flow present in natural pressure
difference conditions [14], which are generally considered between 4 and 10 Pa [15]. Infiltrations are
affected, indeed, by numerous aspects such as climatic conditions, building type or location. Due to
this complexity, additional techniques were needed to assess the BDT results and roughly calculate the
infiltration rate of existing buildings.

In the late 70s and early 80s, several studies identified a connection between the results of BDT
and those obtained with tracer-gas method [10,16,17]. Based on these BDT results, new empirical
models were developed to estimate the air infiltration rate of buildings, Table 2.

Table 2. Air infiltration models based on airtightness test results.

Model Equation

LBL Q =
√

Q2
s + Q2

W =

√(
AL· fs·

√
∆T

)2
+ (AL· fw·U)2

Kronvall-Pesily ACHK−P = ACH50
20

Sherman ACH = ACH50
N ; N = No·c f1·c f2·c f3

Kronvall ACH = CL·
(
0.026·∆T + 0.010·U2

)n

Shaw

1. Temperature caused:
ACH =

(
0.32
V

)
·CL·∆Tn

2. Wind caused:
ACHshielded =

(
0.76
V

)
·CL·Un ACHexposed =

(
0.42
V

)
·CL·U2n

3. Combination of wind and temperature:
ACH =

(
4.53
V

)
·CL

One of the most extended empirical models was developed by the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
(LBL, Berkeley, CA, USA) [18]. This model combined the Equivalent Leakage Area at 4 Pa (ELA) and
the driving forces, like wind and stack effect. In this superposition process, stack effect (fs) and wind
factors (fw) were used with their corresponding values of temperature difference (∆T) and wind speed
(U). Subsequently, Sherman [19] simplified the LBL model with the development of the famous rule of
thumb, attributed to Kronvall and Persily but of unclear origin [20]. This model considered aspects
such as building height (cf1), level of wind protection (cf2), the type of building air leakage (cf3) and
the typical annual average infiltration-leakage ratio (No). Substantial progress appeared in the model
developed by Jokisalo et al. [21] which proposed a correlation between the airtightness and some
specific features of the building, namely the climatic zone (L), the wind conditions (W), the leakage
distribution (D), the number of stories (H), the flow exponent (E), and the balance of ventilation (B).
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Their model showed better results of the annual infiltration rate, in contrast with other models available
at that time.

Furthermore, Kronvall expected that the results of BDT allow the estimation of infiltrations [10].
Eventually, he developed another infiltration model [22] based on the results gathered during numerous
supplementary BDT and tracer-gas tests done in 19 buildings located in Gothenburg (Sweden).

Meanwhile, Shaw divided his own model [23] into three types according to the exposure of the
building to the climatic conditions. The first group was applicable when the wind speed is below
3.5 m/s, since infiltration depends mainly on the temperature difference between the indoor and
outdoor. The second group was appropriate when the speed of wind takes greater values and the
temperature difference is less than 20 K, since the wind becomes the predominant “driving potential”
that causes infiltration. This group also took into consideration the degree of exposure of the building.
The third and last group combined both effects of high wind speed and high temperature difference.

2.2. Database

Considering the high impact of airtightness in buildings, the characterization of this phenomenon
has been studied from several points of view. In a qualitative approach, Dickerhoff [24] and Harrje and
Born [25] assessed the sources of air leakages. They examined the repercussion of each possible source,
considering different building components and facilities along several cases. With the aim of measure
the leakage of specific components, they followed the procedure of installing a duct containing an
orifice plate (for measuring air flow) attached to a smaller blower and sealed around specific leakage
sites. In parallel, the entire house was pressurized with the blower door. This procedure allowed to
measure the leakage through each of the measured component and establish its repercussion in relation
to the total leakage of the building. In this way, based on the values obtained in these investigations,
other studies could make estimates of the effect of each component on the total airtightness of a
building based on the cited researches. They noted the obtained ranges and the mean values for air
leakage for each element as follows:

• Walls 18–50%; 35%.
• Ceiling details 3–30%; 18%.
• Forced air heating and/or cooling systems 3–28%; 18%.
• Windows and doors 6–22%; 15%.
• Fireplace 0–30%; 12%.
• Vents in conditioned spaces 2–12%; 5%.
• Difussion through walls <1%

Regarding quantitative methods, there are numerous recent studies that analyze the airtightness
of whole buildings or partial enclosures, which show the current state of the building sector. Table 3
collects the results of several more recently published tests, sorted by country and year and that were
carried out using the blower door test technique.

They summarize the mean airtightness and the range in each case and present the difference
between the maximum and minimum observations. It reveals a considerable variation of results
according to the typology of each evaluated building. However, it can be seen that the general values
are excessively high to achieve energy-efficient buildings [26].

Better airtightness performance is appreciated in the countries where the winter heating season is
more severe. This could be related with the greater concern in these northern countries with energy
consumption and its reduction by sealing air leakages. In locations with warmer climates, such as
southern Europe, regulations prioritized other building performance aspects like thermal insulation
or shading, instead of the control of infiltration. However, the changes that have taken place in the
European energy policy [2,3] and the user’s demand for better indoor comfort have slowly highlighted
control of infiltrations as an essential requirement for building energy quality.
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Table 3. Collection of recent publications about the airtightness in buildings.

Country [Reference] Year Published Samples n50 (h−1)
q50 (m3h/m2)

Min/Max
q50 (m3h/m2)

Min/Max
n50 (h−1)

Spain [27] 2014 13 6.26; 4.41 1.78/8.44 2.57/13.43
Spain [28] 2013 120 3.40; - - -

Portugal [8] 2014 8 46.51; 219.93 70.28/702.73 15.28/144.62
Finland/Estonia/Sweden [7] 2015 53 -; 13.0/15.8/17.4 3.9/35.2 -

Italy [29] 2013 5 1.74; - - 1.37/1.97
Italy [30] 2012 20 7.30; 8.73 2.1/62.7 3.2/23.3

Greece [31] 2008 20 6.79; - - 1.87/11.30
Ireland [32] 2012 28 9.64; 9.11 5.12/14.42 5.39/14.90
Estonia [33] 2007 32 4.90; 4.2 0.9/17.9 0.7/13.6

Portugal [34] 2015 49 7.83; - - -
Lithuania [35] 2014 27 4.73; 5.06 0.4/14.61 0.41/11.3

-Information not available.

2.3. Built Heritage

The built heritage has become a major issue in recent times. Historical buildings contribute to
maintain the urban identity of neighborhoods [36]. As the witnesses of history, their impact on culture
and society is beyond any need for discussion. The renovation of these buildings represents a large
challenge and a great opportunity at the same time. Furthermore, considering the present requirements
of comfort and energy consumption in buildings, investments in energy efficiency of built heritage
have become a great opportunity for sustainability of the urban development [37].

Regarding thermal behavior of historical buildings, many studies have detected considerable
differences between historical construction systems and modern ones, especially in thermal mass
and thermal bridging [38]. It is worth remembering that this typology of buildings has also a strong
bond with different traditional construction techniques and the usage of local materials. In general,
the complexity of these buildings greatly hinders energy assessment. In these buildings, numerous
particular aspects like load-bearing walls made with different materials, the variation of its thickness
and singular joints between wooden slabs and stone walls require a detailed examination [39]. For all
these reason, many thermal features of these buildings still remain unknown.

The air movement in heritage buildings is also still a serious problem and this type of analysis
is not widespread. This aspect has repercussions both on the energy aspects of buildings and on
pathological processes, so its control becomes of relevance. These types of assessments are usually
carried out through numerical hygrothermal simulations based on combined heat, air and moisture
(HAM) transfer models [40–45]. In this sense, and serving as an example, the control of air leaks is vital
to avoid that due to small cracks in a wall insulated from the inside, the indoor air can pass through the
insulation layer and condense because this point is at temperature dew [39,46,47]. This air movement
phenomenon, known as convective moisture source is very important in HAM assessments since it
can be the cause of serious moisture problems that can lead to irreversible processes such as wooden
beam-end decay [48,49].

Regarding these aforementioned issues, several guidebooks have recently published
methodologies to improve the energy efficiency of historic buildings [6,50]. ASHRAE recently
published a guideline to provide advice about practices, processes and workflows in order to enhance
the energy efficiency of historic buildings [51,52]. This last method applies a balance between the
improvement of the energy performance of historical buildings, and the preservation of heritage.
It provides advice including airtightness enhancements and thermal insulation levels. Another
recent study shows the effect of different refurbishment packages on the improvement of the Energy
Performance of Buildings (EPB) and the impact on architectural value [53]. This research reveals the
possibilities to improve the EPB noticeably without damaging their architectural composition.

The majority of studies [6,38] agree on the need to conduct further research to characterize
the energy efficiency of this building typology in detail and identify the best ways to increase their
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energy performance. Thanks to these findings, future inappropriate refurbishment can be avoided;
especially those which could reduce indoor comfort or others which could produce an irreversible loss
of our heritage.

3. Materials and Methods

This research aimed to analyze the airtightness of built heritage. For this reason, the survey was
focused on the buildings of the nineteenth century neighborhoods of Donostia–San Sebastian (Spain)
To quantify and assess the airtightness conditions of these historical buildings, numerous BDT were
conducted in a variety of enclosures.

3.1. Context

The city of Donostia-San Sebastián is a medium-size city with a population of 181.788 habitants
and 89.445 dwellings [54] distributed along 61 km2. Originally, it was a fortified city with military
purposes due to its closeness to the border between Spain and France. However, by the end of the
XIX century it had lost any military strategy status and the walls were demolished in 1863. As a
consequence, the new urban plan of the city extended the old town considerably [55]. This process was
based on a modern urbanism concept to provide for the demands of a new society. As a result, the city
was completely transformed and it became known as Le Petit Paris because of the clear influence of
French architecture on its design.

Donostia-San Sebastián has a great built heritage that is protected by local regulations [56].
The principal aim of these rules is to control the renovations of historical buildings and prevent the
gradual decay of the city. This catalogue includes numerous historical buildings, sets of buildings and
urban open spaces. There are different levels of protection according to the heritage significance, from
the highest A level to the lowest F level of protection.

3.2. Case Study and Sample Definition

The selection of the sample was made taking into account the existing variety of buildings
according to their use, construction typologies and size. The main purpose was to assess their
airtightness, as a significant parameter, that affects the energy performance of historical buildings.
In total, 8 historical buildings were selected to represent the maximum possible case diversity within
the nineteenth century study area. These buildings are identified in Table 4 and their location can be
reviewed in Figure 1. Regarding building use, there are four residential, two educational, one cultural
and one office building. The latter is the Town Hall of Donostia-San Sebastian. With regard to buildings
preservation, the sample embraces fully refurbished cases with a modern structure of reinforced
concrete and other original cases with few changes and considerable decay. Thereby, the investigated
and tested sample is representative of the whole typology.

Table 4. List of the analyzed buildings.

Building Name Ref. Letter Year of
Construction Building Use Heritage

Protection Level

Easo 22 A 1905 Residential Not protected
Urbieta 38A B 1893 Schools C
Aldamar 3A C 1901 Schools C

Bermingham 11 D 1919 Residential D
Victoria-Eugenia E 1910 Theatre/Administrative A

Ijentea 01 F 1882 City Council A
Larramendi 13 G 1906 Residential D

Loiola 14 H 1893 Residential C
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Figure 1. Location and building use of the tested cases in the city of Donostia-San Sebastián.

The evaluated buildings were continuously occupied by the users, so it was not possible to have
completely empty buildings for the tests. In addition, due to the large dimensions of the evaluated
buildings, techniques based on “king size fans” [57] would be necessary, whose feasibility to carry
out the test would be very complicated due to the narrow streets of the study area, so it was decided
to conduct partial BDTs based on the detached-unit method [58]. In total, 37 samples were analyzed
and Table 5 summarizes the general characteristics, including all the geometric information used in
subsequent evaluations. The results were analyzed with the aim of identifying a relationship between
the geometric features of each case and the measured airtightness degree. Even though most of the
tested enclosures present similar net floor areas between 40 and 140 m2, the tested air volumes vary
considerably because of the height differences in these buildings. There is a great divergence especially
comparing the residential cases which range from 2.2 to 2.9 m height, with other uses, whose heights
can reach up to 6.4 m. Accuracy for the BDT become much more difficult as the ceiling heights increase
in some of the buildings. Regarding the additional geometric details of the case studies, the floor plans
of them can be consulted in Appendix A.

The cases of the study can be classified in many ways. For instance, based on their current state of
conservation there are two main groups. On the one hand, just minimal changes have been carried
out on the construction of buildings D, H and G, as well as some units in building A. On the other
hand, buildings C and E present substantial degrees of refurbishment. According to the observed
building renovations, the majority of the residential buildings have been refurbished during the
last decades, substituting the fenestrations and improving the structural conservation status of the
envelope. At the same time, although public buildings are rarely renovated, some cases present deep
refurbishments with roof and structure replacements. This can be due to the combined effect of larger
public investments in some cases and the problems in reaching an agreement between the many owners
of multifamily buildings. It should be noted that the improvements on the opaque envelope did not
take into account the upturn of thermal performance since no insulation was added.

Regarding the construction systems, it has to be mentioned that all of them are very similar, except
for buildings C and E whose inner structure was replaced with contemporary refurbishments. Figure 2
shows a conventional facade under renovation composed of a load bearing stone wall and joints with
the wood floors. Load bearing facades often consist of a combination of many different materials.
In the present study, we found heavyweight walls made of an outer layer of sandstone blocks, and a
mixed masonry of limestone and sandstone on its inner side. These walls usually include gypsum
sheathings on the inner surface. In some other cases, load bearing facades consisted of brick masonry,
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composed of perforated or hollow bricks which were covered with mortar and gypsum sheathings on
both sides. This happened especially in the cases where the aesthetics of the facade are not so relevant,
like the walls of courtyards.

For the fenestration systems, most of the cases still kept the original windows, made of wood frames
and single glazing. Nevertheless, the passage of time has deteriorated their original condition. This is
mainly due to the ageing of wood and the geometric distortion caused by settlement and movement.

Table 5. Case studies characteristics and tested enclosure details.

Case
Ref.

Net Flr.
Area
[m2]

Unit
Perim.

[m]

Net
Avg.

Ceiling
ht. [m]

1

Envelope
Area [m2]

Vol.
[m3]

2

Conservation
Status (W; C;

S; L; F)

Wdw.
Surf.
[m2]

Wdw.
Perim.

[m]

Wdw.
Perim.

Operable
[m]

1.A 60 39 2.56 222 155 3;3;1;1;1 10.6 34.3 42.3
2.A 44 36 2.87 191 126 1;2;1;1;1 6.9 22.5 27.3
3.A 49 36 2.83 201 138 3;3;1;1;1 7.4 23.6 29.5
4.A 68 41 2.86 254 195 3;2;1;2;1 13.1 38.6 49.3
5.A 46 37 2.85 198 131 3;2;1;2;1 6.9 19.0 25.0
6.A 71 44 2.57 254 181 1;2;1;2;1 13.3 39.0 50.4
7.B 73 40 4.21 314 309 2;3;1;2;1 27.8 55.8 83.7
8.B 73 38 3.80 292 277 2;2;1;2;1 26.1 50.5 75.8
9.B 100 46 4.80 420 482 2;2;1;2;1 28.4 59.5 89.3

10.B 73 38 3.38 275 247 2;2;1;2;1 24.3 51.0 76.5
11.B 74 42 3.38 288 249 2;2;1;2;1 20.3 42.5 63.8
12.B 54 32 3.37 215 182 2;2;1;2;1 12.2 25.5 38.3
13.C 15 17 2.72 76 42 4;4;2;1;2 6.1 14.1 21.3
14.C 49 28 2.87 179 141 4;4;2;1;2 12.2 25.0 35.8
15.C 55 44 2.72 228 148 4;4;2;2;2 12.4 43.2 56.3
16.C 48 30 2.71 177 130 4;4;2;2;2 4.1 14.4 18.8
17.C 48 30 2.72 177 130 4;4;2;2;2 4.1 14.4 18.8
18.C 55 44 2.72 228 148 4;4;2;2;2 12.4 43.2 56.3
19.C 17 18 2.72 82 45 4;4;2;2;2 4.1 14.4 18.8
20.C 134 73 2.71 467 363 4;4;2;2;2 22.0 76.8 100.0
21.C 104 50 3.71 396 387 4;4;2;2;2 36.0 84.1 122.0
22.C 134 71 3.63 526 488 4;4;2;2;2 45.0 105.2 152.6
23.D 102 49 2.88 345 293 3;1;1;2;1 26.5 84.4 106.9
24.E 62 34 5.08 297 313 3;4;2;2;1 26.3 35.6 55.1
25.E 62 34 5.08 297 313 3;4;2;2;1 26.3 35.6 55.1
26.E 89 51 2.32 295 207 3;4;2;2;1 14.3 28.6 28.6
27.E 63 35 2.52 214 159 3;4;2;2;1 16.2 27.9 42.5
28.E 63 35 2.55 215 161 3;4;2;2;1 16.2 27.9 42.5
29.E 59 33 4.62 272 271 3;4;2;2;2 27.2 43.6 61.7
30.F 107 61 2.48 366 267 1;2;1;1;1 23.5 59.0 73.1
31.F 69 36 6.37 366 442 1;1;1;2;1 32.8 52.4 81.2
32.F 75 39 6.42 397 480 1;1;1;2;1 19.2 26.5 39.8
33.F 47 31 3.22 193 151 1;1;1;2;1 16.0 32.3 44.8
34.F 12 16 3.43 78 42 1;1;1;2;1 3.0 7.1 10.2
35.F 52 34 5.30 287 278 3;2;1;2;1 9.4 12.4 29.2
36.G 55 34 2.72 204 150 2;3;1;2;2 11.9 35.2 43.8
37.H 58 36 2.19 199 128 1;2;1;1;2 7.1 22.9 28.7

1 According to the definition of the ISO9972, Boundary or barrier separating the inside of the building or part of
the building subject to the test from the outside environment or another building or another part of the building.
2 Windows (W): 1 Original; 2 Original with maintenance; 3 New (standard installation); 4 New (high quality
installation). Conservation status (C): 1 Original; 2 Well maintained; 3 Well maintained and renovated; 4 Good (fully
renovated). Structure (S): 1 Wood and metal elements; 2 Concrete structure. Location (L): 1 Upper floor, attic etc.;
2 Intermediate floor. Facilities (F): 1 Concealed in partitions; 2 Exposed.
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renovations of Easo street 1 and 2 cases.

3.3. Methodology

The methodology and steps carried out in this research are summarized by the flowchart of
Figure 3. It was made up of four distinct stages.

The initial stage started with a global search of buildings and the initial estimation of representative
samples. This field study was based on the theoretical understanding of the building typology and
the urban environment [50]. During this research, a preliminary analysis was done to identify the
representative enclosures of each case and make the first contacts with the owners.

The next stage comprised the overall management to carry out successfully the airtightness testing.
These steps have proven to be essential because they affect greatly the reliability of the results. Firstly,
the building collection was analysed to choose the most appropriate ones according to: the purpose of
the study, the building size, the state of conservation and availability for testing. Secondly, according
to the accessibility and calendar, the BDTs were scheduled with the owners. This question is very
relevant in public buildings, because their everyday use cannot be interrupted and the testing was
coordinated during the holidays.

The third stage contained all the issues directly related with the BDT and its preparation. The tests
were performed with a Minneapolis Blower Door Model 4, as shown in Figure 4, following the
procedure of the Method 1 defined in ISO 9972 [13]. This stage can be considered as the most
complex, because of the large amount of equipment required and all the steps that needed very careful
consideration to successfully conduct the tests.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of the methodology employed during the research.
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Figure 4. Use of the Minneapolis BlowerDoor equipment in the 31.F sample of the City Council building
of Donostia-San Sebastián.

An airtightness test can be carried out just by pressurizing or depressurizing the tested area.
In this study, both possibilities were measured at different pressure values to get reliable curves of air
flows and pressure difference. The airtightness degree of each enclosure is obtained by crossing the
geometrical features of the enclosure with the curves of pressurization and depressurization.

In the final stage, all the individual results of each enclosure were analyzed to characterize the
behavior of the air leakages in each building. Moreover, several data correlations were developed
in order to identify airtightness trends in historical buildings, including several links between the
airtightness value and the geometric features of each case.

4. Results

The main outcomes of the 37 tests conducted in the examined enclosures are summarized in
Table 6, including the climatic conditions and the reference airtightness indicators. A preliminary
classification of these results of each building is shown in Figure 5. Analysis is focused on the n50

indicator due to its prominent use in the building sector.
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Table 6. Summary of the airtightness results of the tested enclosures.

Case
Ref.

Indoor
Temp.
[◦C]

Outdoor
Temp.
[◦C]

Air Flow
Coeff.

[m3/h Pan]

Air Flow
Exponent

[-]

V50
[m3/h]

n50
[h−1]

w50
[m3/hm2]

q50
[m3/hm2]

Airtightness
Level 1

1.A 17.5 17 80.9 0.611 881 5.69 14.57 3.97 M
2.A 18.2 16.5 77.6 0.666 1049 8.31 23.84 5.50 M
3.A 18.6 20.6 202.6 0.555 1761 12.78 36.18 8.78 M
4.A 13.8 13 140.1 0.607 1500 7.68 21.95 5.91 M
5.A 13 13 69.3 0.614 765 5.85 16.68 3.87 M
6.A 14.2 13.7 318.0 0.585 3125 17.24 44.29 12.28 L
7.B 25.5 25.3 297.5 0.554 2596 8.40 35.36 8.27 M
8.B 24.8 25.8 395.2 0.622 4507 16.30 61.93 15.45 L
9.B 24 24.1 186.5 0.589 1868 3.87 18.59 4.45 H

10.B 24.4 23.2 211.9 0.581 2063 8.36 28.26 7.51 M
11.B 25.2 24.9 132.9 0.606 1420 5.71 19.28 4.93 M
12.B 24.8 24.3 105.1 0.602 1105 6.08 20.47 5.13 M
13.C 24.7 23.1 153.7 0.591 1550 37.12 100.98 20.46 L
14.C 27.6 25.3 263.0 0.633 3076 21.79 62.55 17.17 L
15.C 25.6 24.5 18.8 0.655 243 1.64 4.45 1.07 H
16.C 24.6 23.5 10.9 0.625 125 0.96 2.61 0.71 H
17.C 25.6 24.3 7.8 0.624 89 0.68 1.86 0.50 H
18.C 26.8 27.6 17.5 0.652 224 1.51 4.10 0.98 H
19.C 28.1 29.1 26.8 0.600 279 6.19 16.84 3.39 M
20.C 26.5 29.5 50.5 0.608 543 1.50 4.05 1.16 H
21.C 27.1 33.2 63.7 0.597 659 1.70 6.31 1.66 H
22.C 27.5 31.3 60.9 0.628 699 1.43 5.20 1.33 H
23.D 27.3 26 533.8 0.581 5184 17.69 50.94 15.04 L
24.E 23.3 26 242.4 0.561 2174 6.95 35.30 7.32 M
25.E 25.1 22 228.2 0.561 2049 6.55 33.27 6.90 M
26.E 26.5 21.5 105.5 0.662 1407 6.81 15.80 4.77 M
27.E 24.4 22.8 162.6 0.564 1472 9.25 23.31 6.87 M
28.E 28.8 30.3 136.9 0.588 1366 8.48 21.63 6.35 M
29.E 24.5 21 33.8 0.649 427 1.57 7.27 1.57 H
30.F 25.4 19 794.8 0.564 7190 26.95 66.93 19.63 L
31.F 23 24.7 128.6 0.666 1734 3.93 25.02 4.74 H
32.F 24.2 27.5 481.3 0.613 5253 10.95 70.31 13.24 M
33.F 26.9 29.2 247.9 0.578 2378 15.77 50.77 12.32 M
34.F 25.8 26.3 36.7 0.610 399 9.52 32.65 5.14 M
35.F 25.5 21 64.2 0.560 571 2.06 10.90 1.99 H
36.G 22.6 22.4 278.1 0.586 2744 18.26 49.67 13.44 L
37.H 23.4 22.9 97.9 0.616 1089 8.51 18.66 5.46 M

1 Airtightness level according to obtained results: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low.
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A general overview displays a considerable deviation of the results and a wide gap between the
maximum and minimum airtightness. Despite the diverse results, two thirds of n50 vary from 3 h−1

to 20 h−1, a 67.6% of the total. This general result points to a relevant deviation from the findings of
other studies [27–35]. None of them have presented such low airtightness, except from several specific
studies of historical buildings [7,8]. Apart from the studies conducted in historical buildings, there is
only one case [32] whose the average airtightness exceeds the results of the present study. So we can
conclude that the airtightness of the evaluated heritage buildings tends to be lower compared to the
buildings of recent times. The next section includes further assessment.

5. Analysis and Discussion

During the BDT many common issues were identified as potential air leakage causes with a direct
impact on airtightness. As is expected in historic buildings, the buildings didn’t have any specific
air-tightness or sealing materials like the ones present in modern buildings such as airtight membranes,
pre-compressed tapes or specific foams, so the main sources of the air leakage points that were detected
were the usual and are listed here:

• Fenestration, in the wall joints and the joints in the frame, especially in mobile parts.
• Apertures across the envelope to let ducts or conduits go inside (fresh water, waste water, gas

and/or ventilation)
• Electrical devices (switchboards, plugs, switches, lighting)
• Large cracks caused by ground settlement or cavities in wooden structure.
• Baseboards and in tongue and grove joints of the floor boards.

In the cases with extreme values, several findings are also remarkable regarding other aspects like
the position of the enclosure in each building or to the constructive characteristics of each case.

Regarding the cases with low airtightness, the maximum n50 values were measured on the top
floors of the buildings, like in 30F, 13C and 14C. This could probably be related to the low airtight
solutions of most roofs. For instance, case 30F was more exposed than others, because it is located
under a unoccupied attic with numerous openings to the outside. Thus, the suspended ceiling was
indeed the only “airtight layer” in the top of that enclosure. Light fixture fittings and ventilation grilles
in the ceiling could also facilitate air leakage. In some other cases like 13C and 14C, we encountered two
rooms that corresponded to an extra floor which had been added to the original building in modern
times. This top floor was an attic made of an iron structure and covered with a pitched roof composed
of several layers of riveted resin boards and zinc cladding. This construction system produces a higher
airflow, especially comparing it with other enclosures in the same building. However, not all the top
floors present the same behavior. The cases 1A, 2A, 3A and 37H unveiled very good airtightness,
with n50 values from 5 to 13 h−1. Therefore, even though the position of the enclosure could determine
the worst cases, there are other parameters that should be considered as well.

The most airtight cases were located in enclosures of building C and 29E. As aforementioned,
these buildings had been extensively refurbished, modifying the floor structure and replacing the
windows for new ones. As a result, the effect of these deep renovations in the airtightness seems to
be important, because these cases stand out in this study. This issue was also commented on other
studies [59]. Moreover, the renovation of a certain element of the enclosure doesn´t necessarily mean
that the airtightness will improve. A recent case has demonstrated how the replacement of the old
windows by some high-performance ones may paradoxically reduce the airtightness because of the
bad on-site installation. [60]. In buildings C and E, the replacement of original timber-frame structure
by reinforced concrete and the renovation of facades have reduced greatly the air leakage that the
original building suffered. Additionally, the samples 35F, 9B and 31F also presented high airtightness,
but it is due to a minimum presence of facilities and an original airtight constructive system.

It was unexpected to obtain poor airtightness values in most of the enclosures of building E,
despite that building being fully refurbished like the C building. The reasons can be found in the
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29E test, which shows higher airtightness, probably because the joints of walls were sealed and to
the omission of electrical chases and sockets in the area. Reconsidering the features of C building
and 29E sample it was determined that both had trunkings for electricity. This minimizes any kind of
apertures through the walls and in combination with the detailed care of the joints it can achieve a high
level of airtightness. Nevertheless, the remaining enclosures of E building behave poorly. In them,
a relationship between the airtightness decrease and the presence of perforations in the wall for diverse
conduits was found.

5.1. Airtightness Values

The average airtightness of all tested enclosures is n50 = 9.03 h−1. It is a high value given the
objectives set by European Union regulation to reduce energy consumption in buildings. A frequency
analysis of the airtightness values, Figure 6, reflects that the most frequent range of n50 is the 0–2 h−1.
However, this relative frequency does not faithfully represent the whole study, because this range is
greatly influenced by C building’s results. In this building C, the sample of tests carried out was high to
confirm that the high airtightness results obtained were not isolated values and reflected the majority
behavior of the rest of the zones. The other ranges between 6–8 and 8–10 h−1 reflect more accurately
the studied typology, since those measurements reflect different buildings. The results can be sorted in
three main groups: around 30% of cases between 0–4 h−1, a 50% corresponding to airtightness ranging
4–16 h−1 and a 20% remaining around 16–38 h−1.
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Figure 6. Statistical analysis of the relative and cumulative frequency of air permeability and air change
rate at 50 Pa.

The box plot in Figure 7 displays the results of each building. The mean values of the buildings
with a large number of samples like A, B, C, E and F are between 6.60–11.53 h−1. This shows that
the average airtightness of all the buildings tested in diverse enclosures are within a 30% of variation
from the study average 9.03 h−1. These results show a substantial difference from the values obtained
by other surveys of historical buildings [7,8]. Most likely, the main reason for this difference is the
morphology of evaluated buildings. While the aforementioned studies focused on overall tests of
small size buildings like detached dwellings, farms or manor houses; the present study has evaluated
representative enclosures inside large buildings. In any case, the average values of previous studies
are closer to the maximum values found in the current investigation.
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Figure 7. Box-plot of the air tightness of analyzed enclosures, classified by building.

The statistical box-plot is very useful to visualize the extreme values mentioned before.
The whiskers of the chart do not reach these values and they reflect a significant difference with respect
to inter quartile range (IQR) values of each building. Despite the fact that these extreme values do not
correspond to the overall behavior of each building, they warn of unusual behaviors that can be found
in this typology.

5.2. Trends and Correlations

The following section analyzes all the data from the study and quantifies the trends detected.
The correlation of the case features and the measured indicators were initially studied as a whole set of
cases and later they were analyzed in groups sorted by similar airtightness behavior. The cases are
identified as above, as low airtightness (20%), intermediate airtightness (50%) or high airtightness (30%).

The first comparison relates the measured air flow with the volume of the enclosure. The results
of the global study don’t present any remarkable trend. Nevertheless, if the results are examined
separately according to their degree of airtightness, each group displays a suitable correlation between
the air flow and the enclosure’s volume, as shown in Figure 8. These three stages point to divergent
behaviors in relation to different air flow resistances of envelopes. Even though the coefficients of
determination R2 are not optimum, they show a close connection between these two parameters,
especially for medium and low airtightness cases.

The better adjustment of these two groups seems to indicate that the impact of the geometrical
characteristics in the air leakages is greater in low and medium airtightness cases than in high
airtightness enclosures. For that reason, a second correlation was checked between the air flow and the
enclosure’s covering. Considering the results of each group as shown in Figure 9, there is a strong
interrelation between the dimensions of the enclosure and the air flow. The cases of low airtightness
show a closer interdependence with the envelope surface of the enclosure that the medium airtightness
cases due to the higher R2 value. However, the cases of high airtightness do not have any relation with
the total envelope surface.
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Additionally, other relationships were evaluated among the other features of the enclosure.
These additional features were part of the envelope as noted in Table 6: window surface, window
perimeter and window operable perimeter. In the majority of those features there was no considerable
correlation. However, the high airtightness group demonstrated a very relevant correlation through
the R2 value between the air flow and the total surface of windows as can be seen in Figure 10, which
corroborates again the previous judgments about high airtightness enclosures, which stated that they
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are not so much related with the general geometrical features of the enclosure like the volume and
envelope area showed in Figures 8 and 9, but with other aspects like windows area.
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identified airtightness levels.

According to the test results, the detected correlations and the experience acquired during the
tests carried out, we foresee that the relationship between the low and medium airtightness cases and
the total geometric characteristics is due to existing air leaks through the common partitions. This may
be the reason why cases of high airtightness only have a correlation with the window surface, since
they are the unique elements where can be air leaks due to our assumption that there are no air leaks
through common partitions in these cases. Therefore, it would be necessary to carry out additional
studies, based on specific techniques [58,61–63], to verify this hypothesis because its premise deviates
from the scope of the present research.

5.3. Methodology to Estimate the Airtightness of Built Heritage based on its Conservation Status and Geometric
Characteristics

As previously stated, the impact of air leakage in building energy performance is very significant.
Unfortunately, there is a lack of information about the airtightness of existing buildings; and this is
even more of an issue in historical buildings. To reduce this information gap, this study proposes a
methodology to estimate the airtightness of these kind of buildings. The methodology is based on
the correlations developed in the previous sections, but the methodology would only apply to those
buildings with similar construction features, that is, for historic buildings built with similar materials
and methods.

In order to find the most accurate estimation for air tightness, the correlation with the higher
determination coefficient R2 should be applied. As seen before, the most suitable parameter, or
indicator, can vary depending on the characteristics of each case, like the inner volume, the envelope
surface, or the window surface. Because of this, the first step requires an inspection of the building
to evaluate the conditions related to airtightness. This way, each enclosure is classified according
to the obtained score through the sum of the features stated in Table 7: the state of conservation of
the fenestrations, general conservation status, structural type, location and facilities, etc. As a result,
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the enclosure or the building can be determined as low airtightness [14–18], medium airtightness [7–13]
or high airtightness [5,6].

Table 7. Proposed weighting factors to classify the airtightness of an enclosure due to its characteristics.

Classification Characteristics Score

Fenestrations Original windows (inadequate maintenance) 6
Original windows with maintenance 5
New windows (standard installation) 2
New windows (high quality installation) 1

General conservation status Original (inadequate maintenance) 4
Well maintained (without being refurbished) 3
Well maintained and renovated (only minor refurbishments) 2
Good (fully renovated) 1

Slabs and structure Wood and metal elements (original or renovated) 3
Replaced by new concrete slabs 1

Location Upper floor, attic etc. 3
Intermediate floor 1

Facilities Concealed in partitions, ceilings or floors 2
Exposed (visible cables, ducts, etc) 1

Once the sample or building is classified, the appropriate parameter can be chosen, as follows:
In low airtightness enclosures, regarding to the surface of the envelope, like in Figure 9. In medium
airtightness enclosures, the inner volume can be used as in Figure 8. In high airtightness enclosures,
the window surface is the proper parameter as seen in Figure 10.

Finally, based on the selected parameter and a simple measure of the dimensions of the building,
an initial estimation of the air leakages can be obtained. This method is particularly useful as a
preliminary energy assessment of built heritage, without conducting the door-fan test and with a
minimal intervention.

6. Findings and Conclusions

This research explored the goal of adding to the understanding of airtightness in heritage or
historical buildings. A set of 37 enclosures were analyzed involving eight buildings with diverse
construction typologies, all built during the nineteenth-century in Donostia-San Sebastián city.

The tested enclosures revealed a wide variety of airtightness degrees. The n50 ranged from the
minimum 0.68 h−1 to the maximum 37.12 h−1 and the q50 varied between 0.50 and 20.46 m3/m2h.
Three major groups were identified according through the analysis of frequencies, presenting a 30%
of high airtightness below 4 h−1, a 50% of medium airtightness within 4 - 16 h−1 and a 20% of low
airtightness between 16 - 38 h−1.

The mean airtightness of the tested samples was n50 = 9.03 h−1 and q50 = 7.01 m3/m2h. However,
this value is significantly influenced by the dispersion of the aforementioned maximum and minimum
values. At a building level, the mean values are also similar. 5 out of 8 cases presented medium
airtightness on average, with n50 ranging between 6.60 and 11.53 h−1 and q50 varying from 4.84 to
9.51 m3/m2h. Enclosures in these five buildings were tested to obtain a more representative average
of airtightness. For these reasons, the present study confirms a substantial contrast between the
airtightness measured in historical buildings and the values published in other studies of more
recent buildings.

A considerable difference has been observed between the airtightness measured in the majority
of buildings of the study and other similar studies of historical buildings. On the one hand, this can
be related to the differences in their morphology, because the other studies focus on testing smaller
buildings while the present study focused on enclosures within large buildings.

It was found that the less airtight enclosures of the study were located in upper floors or
immediately below the roof; however, this statement does not always hold because there are many
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other factors that play a role as well. Moreover, the enclosure where the highest infiltration rate
was detected, paradoxically, was placed in the building with the most airtight mean value of the
present study.

Most top floors had increased air leakage and this could be because of the construction solution
of the roofs which has a greater effect on airtightness, especially in comparison to the masonry walls
of intermediate floors which are quite airtight. Usually, the buildings with greater resistance to air
leakages are those which have been fully refurbished. One of the buildings successfully reduced
infiltrations through floors, ceilings and meetings, with the replacement of original wooden structure
for a new one made of reinforced concrete.

Several correlations have been developed for the airflow at 50 Pa and some of the main features
of the enclosure, not with the complete set of study cases but in accordance with the identified three
degrees of airtightness. The cases of low airtightness are more linked with the envelope surface, while
intermediate cases are connected with the inner volume and high airtightness cases are mostly related
to the window surface.

These different correlations for low, medium and high airtightness enclosures suggest the presence
of air flow towards other inner spaces. In high airtightness cases, for instance, there is not any
correlation between the enclosure’s surface and the measured flow. The air sources in these cases are
delimitated in cracks or joints as around elements like windows, and that is why they are not directly
related to the sample volume or the envelope surface.

These correlations can provide a method to assess the degree of air infiltration of historical
buildings in preliminary stages of investigations. Through this procedure, it would be possible to
determine the air leakages at n50, as one of the mostly used parameter for building energy simulations.
Once the airtightness of the building has been characterized, it would be possible to determine the
complete energy performance of the buildings and determine the impact of this parameter on the
total energy consumption. In addition, another relevant issue for future research would also be to
analyze the effect of said air leaks on different climatic zones because their effect would generate
big differences according the analyzed zone, for example in a tropical zone compared to a cold zone.
The proposed methodology would be applicable in these zones but the analyzed buildings must have
similar constructive characteristics to those of the present study.

This research has given further insight into the behavior of the airtightness of the heritage
buildings, as to our knowledge only a few studies have been carried out regarding this typology
of buildings. However, despite having identified some interesting correlation for airtightness and
construction type, they should be applied with caution because they are based on a limited number of
cases. Further research is advised to supplement the present findings.
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